From Editors

Journal of Educational and Instructional Studies in the World – WJEIS has published its Volume 2 Number 1 issue. The aim of WJEIS is to make readers reach educational and instructional articles in the fields of educational sciences and various disciplines.

Journal of Educational and Instructional Studies in the World – WJEIS will be published quarterly; in February, May, August and November. Moreover, a special issue may be published once a year. It is important for the journal to continue its publication through the studies of researchers who send articles to WJEIS to be considered for blind review. Thus, studies from researchers in every part of the World are expected.

In the evaluation of the articles in WJEIS, authors’ and reviewers’ identities are kept confidential. In other words, articles are reviewed in a process that conforms to norms of scientific literature.

WJEIS will provide sharing of educational and instructional studies in the World. As the editors of the journal, we hope to meet with readers, authors and reviewers in the next issue.
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